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Wes,: Bengal State University 

B.A./B .. Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2013

PART-I 

SOCIOLOGY - Honours 

Paper- I 

Duration : 4 Hours Full Marks : 100

1. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

�� <l� W.�� �wrn Cci� <fl,.trn I 
Theflgures in the margin indicate full marks. 

��� ��:�m�w, 9t�c.;i� c�<t> 1
GROUP-A 

R'St'if -� 

Answer Question No. } and any two from the rest. 
'> .:t, � <!!�, '51r{J C<l C�T..J � ��� �� fq01 I 

Write short notes on any four of the following : 
� ��� C<l c-� mffl M� '6� ,,,�� �<!St M'Pl �

a) Relation between Sociology and Anthropology.
��� <!!�, if�T.�<1 ')'T�->;>f.$�1

b) Post-industrial society.
���I

c) Goals of socialization.
��1f@t���cm �J I

d) Relation between common sense and sociology.
�elf�� C<fl<l '{3 ;i�m � I

e} · Factors of social change.
��� 9frn��� @911111� I 

0 Characteristics of culture. 
')l,,-fb� C<l� I 

g) Encounter.
l!l.:f�l'51'ffi I

4 X 5 = 20
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2. Analyse the practical significance of sociology.
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15 

3. Analyse the relationship between cultural diversity, cultural identity and

4. 

5. 

6. 

ethnocentrism. 

Explain the features of pre-modern and modern society. 

Write a note on micro- and macro-sociology. 

GROUP-B 

Answer Question No. 6 and any two from the rest. 

Write short notes on any ]our of the following : 

a) Gender Socialization. ·

b) Social order and deviance.

c) Organized crime.

d) Causes of divorce.

15

15 

15 

4 X 5 = 20 
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e) Ethnic antagonism.

11"1� c<1�11

f) Alternative to family.

9fM<lfe�Ht �<fi� I

g) Estate system.

���--W�� �<f�
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7. How does gender socialization reproduce social inequality ? 15 

8. What do you understand by the 'dark side of the family' ? What are its consequences ?

15 

9. Explain the major sociological theories on crime. 15 

lp. Define social stratification. Write a note on Marxian theory of stratification. 15 

... ·· .. -· ··-·. ····- •-, - - • - - -• .. -, .. -. 
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West Bengal State University 

B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2013

PART-I 

SOCIOLOGY - Honours 

Paper- II 

Duration : 4 Hours Full Marks : 1 00 

1. 

Candidates are required to give their answers In their own words as far as practicable. 

� <l�� � � CG'f� <ft�-;fu/ I 

Theflgures in the margin indicate full marks. 

� ����Wi 91_� C� I 

GROUP -=A 

�'if -<fi 
Answer Question No. 1 and any two from the rest. 

) -l� � l!)<l� \§f� Ql (<f)1--l lj)G ��� �� �.q 

Write short notes on any four of the following 

� ��� C<l C<M-1 � �GHI "591� ��Fit,� m�1 �� � 

a) The role of University Revolution in the development of sociology.

�\S'N>C<l� M1t;xt ��� M'�C<R:I ���1

b) Spencer's concept of social evolution.

>11� 1f@t<t> M<l'6.-l �� C""9f•Pl1-Z:� (fl?:[� I

c) Saint Simon on 'Industrial society'.

'ffl-�� �· jj�� �-PlCSITT:r � I

d) Dissimilarities between society and organism.

� \S -i)<Wf�4 �C� ��"fj I

e) Spencer's concept of 'super-organic' society.

c���tc�� ''5TR!>t�M<t>' �m--si )-f��m ��� 1

4 X 5 = 20

f) What. according to Comte. is the positive stage of development of society?

('���� � �\ST ·��� �� � <ti1C<IS <f(F'f ?

g) Comte's method of inquiry to study sociology.

�\!)� 1:,ofu �c� c�rc�� 15lPl�M ��
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2. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Discuss the contribution of Montesquieu in the development of sociology. 

Discuss Spencer's typology of societies. 
' .

Discuss Comte's 'social statics' and ' social dynamics'. 

Examine the contribution of Saint Simon to the development of sociology. 

GROUP-B 

Answer Question No. ·6 and any two from the rest. 

Write short notes on any Jour of the following : 

a) Nature of solidarity in modern society.

b) Social fact.

c) Class consciousness.

d) Features of feudalism.

15 

15 

15 

15 

4 X 5 = 20 



e) 

f) 

g) 

Function of Repressive law. 

•f�l�<t> ��c-f?:I �-m I

Definition of surplus value. 

��rn ��11 

Mode of production. 

@�911� 9f�� I 
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7. Assess the contribution of Durkheim as a pioneer in the field of sociology of religion. 15

ff()l� �W\S/�Rf<ti \!SJtCciW.ffiJ ..Q��.:i 9fNt� �QK41'J:�ff�t)l� '51<.1ltR �J!W{ <t>�

8. Explain Marx's dialectical method for the study of society. 15 

9. What is alienation? What are the different forms of alienation ? 5 + 10 

10. Discuss after Durkheim the causes of suicide. 15 
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